
KWP, A METELLI GROUP BRAND, 
FAMOUS FOR ITS WATER PUMPS 
AND INNOVATIVE PACKAGING
As a direct descendant of Graf, KWP (Kuhler Wasser Pumpen) was quite literally born, in 
1983, with a reputation for water pumps. It then went on to reinforce and safeguard its 
reputation, not unlike the way it safeguarded its products: KWP was the first brand pack 
its water pumps in cardboard boxes while others continued to use plastic bags. In keeping 
with the quality and the constantly high standards attained, KWP brand timing belt kits with 
water pump are guaranteed by the Metelli Group for 5 years.
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WATER PUMPS TIMING BELT KIT WITH 
WATER PUMP

As European leaders for aftermarket (and as original equipment suppliers), our water pumps are 
hard to beat. In fact, we often improve on the standards of other original products, and we have even 
developed our own patented products. Today we cover the entire European, American and Asian car 
parc, with approximately 1,000 items.
In almost all cases the body is an aluminium alloy, in some cases cast iron. Bearings can be ball-ball or 
roller-ball according to their type of use. Impellers come in sheet metal or stainless steel, brass, cast-
iron, or the most modern techno-polymers. Mechanical seals are produced with advanced materials 
such as silicon carbide. Pulleys are sintered, sheet metal or cast iron – in shapes that withstand high 
belt tensions.

Including timing belt, water pump and tensioners, this kit makes life easier for the mechanic to identify 
the components needed for a replacement. Just one kit code is necessary for all three parts.
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JUST ONE CODE

We have gathered a wide range of references for 1,900 vehicle models comprising 4 main components. 
These can be ordered with a single product code. Each kit includes the water pump, tensioner, belt, idler 
pulleys and accessories. Covering more than 95% of Europe’s total vehicle fleet, it is now easier than ever 
to identify and order the necessary spare parts. Our kit solution is easy to understand and order – with just 
one code.

TWICE AS GOOD

Firstly, our kits reduce labour and logistic costs – putting everything required for the best possible 
repair into one box. Secondly, replacing all the parts of the unit leads to a longer lifetime, as it ensures 
a uniform wear level across all of the components.

ITALIAN KNOW-HOW

With more than 50 years of manufacturing experience in Italy, the Metelli Group has all the know-how 
needed to ensure the reliability and durability of each and every part. You can be sure that every part in 
the box has the same level of quality and performance as the original – or even better. 

TIMING BELT KIT WITH WATER PUMP GUARANTEED 
BY THE METELLI GROUP FOR 5 YEARS

Each part is analysed thoroughly and tested with computer simulations, according to the same 
quality and safety criteria of the OEM manufacturer. Above and beyond this, we put our components 
through real-life stress tests – in the factory and on the road. This puts us ahead of our competitors, 
and enables us to back up every part of the kit with a five-year guarantee.
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